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This invention'relates to the manufacture of 
' slide fasteners and, in particular, to the forma 
tion of interlocking fastener members in strip 
form. 

It is an object of this invention to provide an 
improved method of forming interlocking fas 
tener members in strip form by die-rolling or 
roll-coining, wherein the fastener members are 
formed from continuous wire of rectangular or 
rounded edge form; wherein the formed fastener 

_ members are substantially perfectly ?lled out; 
or wherein the falling away of localized portions, 
of the fastener members, such ‘as ‘ is’ generally 
‘found at the leg portions thereof,- is substantially 
completely.v obviated through improved. vfilling of ~. 
the: die cavities of the dle rolls orscoining' rolls in '1 
the die-rolling or roll-coining of the strip;}- . j : i‘ 
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spective, of one form of rectangular wire stock 
adaptedfor use in my invention; 

} Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1 of one form 
of rounded edge continuous wire stock adapted 
for use in my invention; ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a view, in perspective, and partly in 
section, illustrative of apparatus according to this 
invention, parts being omittedin interest of 
clearness; . '1 ' I ; _ 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged section taken substantially 
" on the‘line H of Fig. 3; ' 

Fig.5 is a-fragmentary top plan view of the 
lower coining roll shown in Fig. 3, illustrating 
the inter?tting of the fastener member-forming 
elements in the die cavities‘of the coining rolls; 

‘ ‘Gi‘sQan‘ enlarged section taken substan 
“ t‘tially- on the lines-s of Fig. 3; 

It is a further object of this‘ inventionjto re- > ' 
duce scrap to a minimum and totallyvto- eliminate 
the formation of webs, burrs, or?ashes ‘on the 
exterior surfaces of the interlocking fastener, 

. members in the'strip. 

It is a furtherobiect of this invention ‘utilize 
a preforming or compression of thejlateral,sjur-7v 
faces of the strip (preferably beyond the ulti 
mate position taken by them" after the die-colh- I 
ing) ‘whereby readily to achieve accurate ?tting 

’ of interlocking fastener member-‘forming ele-‘ 
ments in the die cavities of the die rolls or coin 
ing rolls. _ . _ '* ,. 

It is a further object of this vinvention to pre 
vent deviation of interlocking fastener member' 
forming strips from a predetermined ‘accurate. 
path through the die-rolling. or'mroll-icoining ele@ 
ments whereby a straight strip comprising joined 
substantially perfectly formed fastener interlock- ‘ 
ing members is formed by the die-.erolling or roll 
_coining elements.‘ . ‘ ' ‘ ‘ ' 

It is a further object of thislinvention to pro- V' 
vide a method of manufacturing slide'fa'stener in-‘ , 
terlocking elements in stripforni wherein the lat 
eral surfaces, which are 'most di?icult tov form, 

f Fig. 7 is-a view similar to Fig. 6; but illustrating 
modi?ed, colningeroll elements adapted for use 
with 'rounded-edgefwire. stock, as shown in Fig. 2; 

Fig. '8. is agfragmentary view, in perspective, 
\ of .a known form of‘fastener member-forming 
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l ‘strip showing ther‘webs or ?asheson the lateral 
> surfaces ‘of the ‘_stri'p,"which are obviated by'me 
according _, to- this ‘invention; - 

' -'Fig.‘- 9 is' laitopplan view, in section, of appa 
" ratus for preforming the lateral edge surfaces 

" of astrip, such as ,Ithat shown in Fig. 8 to elimi- I 
“ nate'the'websland‘?ashes therefrom; ; 

30 Fig. 10 is .aj'view,;silmilar to Fig. 8, of a. fastener 
member-forming-jstrip according-to this inven- - 
tion, wherein the webs or ?ashes ion the lateral 
surfaces vhave ‘been. obviated by the step illus- ‘ 

, v trated in Fig.9;v - 
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are formed initially, prior to v‘and independently - ‘ 
‘ of the formation of the other surfaces, and there-j 45 
after predeterminedly located _(by thecoining die . 
surfaces) during subsequent formation of the" 
other surfaces by roll coining; 1 
These and other objects and advantages of the _' 

invention will appear from the following descrip 
tion taken in conjunctionwith the accompanying , 
drawing which forms apart thereof,‘ and will be 
pointed out in the appended'claims. " _ 
In the drawing: ' a ' " 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary’ enlargedjviehinper-flit 
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_ the 

. . . 11 is a, view similar to .9, illustrating 

modi?ed form of strip comprising joined inter 
locking slide fastener members joined together 
with their legs closed, instead of open as in those 
,forms illustrated in Figs. 3, 5, 8 and 410; and 

, Fig. 12 is a fragmentary plan view ‘of the strip 
"of Fig. ‘11 in its ?nal form. r ' 
vFormerly, strip rolling of interlocking members 

for slide fasteners was accomplished in .a ‘single 
pass, step, or rolling operation. In- such singlev 
step or pass, the requisite flow of metal for com 
plete ?lling of the roll die vcavities was not 
achieved. The greatest de?ciency in the‘ com 
pleteness of ?ow generally occurred at. the cor 
ners and ‘rear of the leg portionsvof the inter- ’ 7 
locking elements in the rolled strip. ' 
’ According to this invention,-the die-rolling .or 
roll-coining - is accomplished ‘in two steps or 
passes. In the ?rst stepv or‘ pass, the lateral or 
side ‘surfaces of the fastener elements in strip 

reforming‘ of the lateral surfaces- of‘ av 
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form are, at least substantially, completely pre 
formed, preferably by opposed side die rolls 
operating on the opposite sides of the strip stock. 
This initial pass, ‘of course, causes localized thick 
ening of the strip adjacent those portions which 
are most deeply indented by the side dies. ‘The 
transverse reduction of the strip in the initial 
pass is preferably such that the width of the 
?nally preformed surfaces is less than the width 
of the die cavities in which they are to inter?t 
in the second or coining pass. , 
In the second or coining pass, as shown in 

Fig. 5, the preformed side surfaces inter?t with, 
though they be spaced slightly inwardly of, the 
side surfaces of the cavities in the coining rolls 

' (Fig. 5). The inter?tting relationship is prefer 
ably su?iciently snug to secure the desired 
alignment and guiding of the strip through the 
second or coining pass or step. 
The side surfaces of the die cavities in the 

coining rolls enclose the preformed lateral sur 
20 

faces of the strip, while the coining rolls exert ‘ 
pressure in the direction of the thickness of the . 
strip in forming the nose and pocket at the head 
portion of the strip. The fully preformed sur 25 
faces of the strip are then moved outwardly into ' 
snug engagement with the side walls of the-die 
cavities provided by the coining rolls, but no sub 
stantial change in the preformed lateral surfaces 
of the strip is accomplished in the second pass or 
step. 4 - 

In other words, in the second step, the pre 
formed surfaces are moved out into de-limiting 
engagement with the side wall surfaces of the 
coining roll die cavities, while the other portions 
and surfaces of the interlocking members of the 
strip are formed by compression exerted in the 
direction of the thickness of the strip, with con 
sequent ?ow of metal. 
As will be readily understood from Fig. 5, the 

only possible over?ow of metal from the respec 
tive coining roll die cavities must take place 
longitudinally of the strip. However, any tend 
ency for other relative longitudinal movement 
between the die cavities and the fastener mem 
ber-forming elements of the strip is prevented by 
the interlocking relationship between the pre 
formed lateral surfaces in those portions of the 
strip, which have been subjected to the ?rst step 
and which have not yet reached the second, or 
coining, step of the process (see Fig. 5). 
The preforming of the lateral strip surfaces in 

the ?rst step also, by cold-working the adjacent 
metal, causes these marginal portions to become 
harder and more resistant to metal ?ow than the 
other portions of the strip in the-second, or coin 
ing, step of the process. By the consequent addi 
tion of resistance to metal ?ow in these marginal 
portions, the tendency toward flash and longi 
tudinal metal ?ow is reduced and the concentra 
tion of the metal in the coined interlocking mem 
ber-forming elements in the strip, or denseness of 
the metal therein, is substantially‘ increased. In 
other words, the strip is, in effect, casehardened 
at its marginal portions in the ?rst step of the .. 6 
method and this casehardening increases the nor 
mal resistance of the metal of these portions of 
the strip stock to distortion and deformation in 
the second step. 
Referring to the drawing and in particular to 

Fig. 3, the strip stock 20 is of substantially rec 
tangular section, as shown in Fig. 1. This strip 
stock 20 is subjected to the ?rst step or pass of the 
forming process by passage between a pair of 
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synchronously driven side die rolls 24. As shown, 
the‘side die rolls 24 are each provided with inte 
gral intermeshing gears 25 and are supported for 
suitable adjustment by shafts 26. 
At their upper ends, the die rolls 24 are pro 

vided with annular grooves 21 having substan 
tially ?at annular side walls and having the 
inner walls thereof formed by annular series of 
die members 23 which are adapted to cooperate 

- upon rotation of the side die rolls 24, and passage 
of strip stock 20 therebetween, to indent and 
substantially fully preform the side surfaces of 
the strip stock 20 and form the intermediate 
strip portion 2|, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5. Suit 
able means, not shown, is provided for adjust- ' 
ment of the‘ side die rolls 24, both axially and 
toward and from one another. 
As shown in Fig. 4, the spacing of the ?at 

side walls of the grooves 21 is preferably greater 
than the thickness of the strip stock 20. This 
permits of the necessary localized thickening of 
the strip stock adjacent each indentation placed 
in the strip stock portion 2| by the die members 
28, The action of the die members 23 upon the 
side portions of thestrlp stock 20 work hardens 
the preformed side surfaces 2|a which are pref 
erably compressed inwardly beyond their ulti 
mate position in the ?rst pass when they pass 
between the side die- rolls 24. 

~ The hardness of the side portions of the strip 
portion 2| adJacent the side surfaces 2|a is pref 
erably such as substantially to inhibit or prevent 
metal ?owbetween the coining rolls in the sec 
ond pass of the process and'consequent forma 
tion of “flash" or lateral webs or, in other words, 
to prevent distortion of the preformed side sur 
faces 2 la in the second pass or step of the process. 
After the formation of the preformed side 

surfaces 2|a on the intermediate strip por 
tion 2| in the ?rst pass by the side die rolls 24', 
the intermediate strip portion 2| enters the 
second pass or step of the process where it passes 
between a pair of complementary superposed 
coining rolls or coining die rolls 30 and 3|. These 
dcoining rolls 30 and 3| are supported for syn 
chronous rotation by shafts 32 and 33 respec 
tively, which are spaced from and disposed sub 
stantially at right angles to the above-described 
shafts 26. 
The upper coining roll 30 is provided with an 

integral gear 34 which meshes with a similar 
gear 35 which is integral with the lower coining 
roll 3|. Suitable means, not shown, is provided 
for adjustment of the coining rolls 30 and 3|. 
both axially and also toward and away from one 
another. 
In the arrangement shown in Fig. 3, the upper 

coining roll 30 is provided with a cylindrical 
‘surface engaging a similar surface on the lower 
coining roll 3|. The lower coining roll 3| is 
provided with a series of female die members or 
recesses 3|a, each having a smaller recess com 
plementary with the form of the crown or pro 
jection of an interlocking fastener member. The 
upper coining roll 30 is provided with a series 
of hob-like male die members adapted to form 
the portions 22a and 22b‘ of the interlocking 
fastener members in the strip portion 22. 
» The portion 22a of each interlocking member 
includes the spread legs of the interlocking mem 
ber between which is formed a thin web 220. 
This web may be punched out in suitable manner 
before attachment of the severed interlocking 
fastener members to the supporting stringer 
tapes. The portion 22b comprises the nose por 
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tion of the interlocking’fastener element and 
comprises a projection at one side of the inter 
locking member and a complementary pocket - 
at the other side thereof. 
As is clearly shown in Fig. 5, the intermediate 

strip portion 2| inter?ts loosely in the recesses 
3|a ofthe lower coining roll'3l until the com 
pression of the thickness of the strip, beginning 
at the line indicated diagrammatically as 0-0. 
causes such metal ?ow as to cause the preformed 
side surfaces 2hr to be moved outwardly into 
close engagement with the side surfaces of the 
recesses 3|a during which movement the other 
surfaces of the interlocking elements are formed 
by cooperative action of the male die members 
on the upper coining roll 30 with the female 
die members on the lower coining roll‘3l. 
As is shown in Fig, 6, the junction between 

the upper coining roll 3Q and the‘ lower coining 
roll 3| occurs at the upper surface of the strip. 
This arrangement may be used only where the 
upper corners of the strip stock are well de?ned 
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or, in other words, where the strip stock is of \ 
substantially rectangular section, as shown in 
Fig. 1. 
Where the strip stock is of rounded edge sec- ' 

tion, such as 40 shown in Fig. 2, then the main 
female die recesses must be divided substantially 
equally between the upper coining roll 50 and 

A the lower coining roll 5|, as shown in Fig. 7. 
While the structure. illustrated in Figs. 3, 4, 

5, 6 and 7 is adapted ‘for production of strip such 
as 22, wherein the legs of the interlocking ele 
ments are spread, it is, of course, to be under 
stood that the principles of this invention are 
applicable to the rolling of fastener strips of 
widely varying forms such as the “?shbone” 
type of strip illustrated in Fig. 8. The “?sh 
bone” strip 62b illustrated in Fig. 8 is a .known 
form of so-called “scrapless” strip wherein, how 
ever, an exterior web or ?ash 62c occurs during 
rolling. It is necessary, in'the manufacture of 
slide fasteners from such strip, that thiswveb 
or ?ash 620 be removed from the interlocking 
fastener elements either before or after their at 
tachment to stringer tapes. This is an extremely 
undesirable feature of such strip inasmuch as 
removal of the ?ash or web 620 is extremely 
dif?cult, expensive, and time-consuming. 
By the application of the principles of this in 

vention to such strip, as shown in Fig. 9, the side 
surfaces are formed prior to the formation of the 
other surfaces of the strip by a pair of side die 
rolls 84, generally similar to the above-described 
side rolls 24, and provided with grooves 61 cor 
responding to the grooves 21 and having their 
inner surfaces formed by annular series of die 
members 68 corresponding with the above-de 
scribed die members 28. The strip stock 60 
shown in Fig. 9 is generally similar to the strip 
stock 20, shown in Fig. 1 and described above, and 
after its formation by the side die rolls GI, to the 
intermediate strip form 6|, it is subjected to 
superposed coining rolls generally similar to the 
coining rolls 30 and 3| or 50 and 5| thereof, 
though somewhat modi?ed, to form the ?nal 
strip 62 shown in Fig. 10. Comparison of Figs. 
8 and 10 will clearly show that by application of 
the preforming step of this process, the undesir 
able exterior web or flash/J2 formerly formed on 
the side surfaces of the strip is totally obviated, 
thus producing a truly “scrapless” strip of the 
“?shbone” type. 
As illustrative of a further application of the 

principles of this invention, I have shown in Figs. 
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11 and 12 the application of the first step or pass 
of the process to strip stock ‘ID. The strip stock‘ . - 
‘I0 is generally similar to the above-described 
strip~stocks|20 and 60, and has its side edge sur 
faces preformed between side die rolls ‘ll cor-} 
responding with the above-described side die rolls 
.24 and 64. The side die rolls 14 are provided 
with ‘grooves 11 corresponding with the above-' 
described grooves 21 and 61, having their inner 
surfaces formed by series of die members ‘l8 cor 
responding with the above-described die mem 
bers 28 and 68. After the preforming of the side 
edge surfaces of the strip stock‘ ‘I0 by the side 
die rolls 14, the intermediate strip portion ‘II is _ 
subjected to coining action by superposed coining 
rolls generally similar to the above-described 
coining rolls 30 and 3| and 50 and 5| in order that 
the ?nal strip 12, shown in Fig. 12, may be 
formed. - ‘ 

.‘I‘his form of strip differs from that form shown 
in Figs. 4 to 7, mainly in that the leg portions 
12a are unspread. The webs 120 formed between 
the legs of the leg portion are thereafter punched 
out before the interlocking fastener elements are 
severed from the strip and their legs spread prior 
to attachment to stringer tapes. ' 

It is, of course, to be understood that the above 
described structure is merely illustrative and in’ 
nowise limiting and that I desire to comprehend 
within my invention all modi?cations included 
within the scope of the appended claims. 
Having thus fully described my invention, what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: ’ ' - 

1. In 'a method of die rolling strips of inter 
locking slide fastener members, the steps of die 
rolling'the lateral strip edges substantially to 
?nished form while \reducing the strip width to ' 
less than the widthL of the ?nished strip, then 
roll-coining the partially preformed strip to formv 
the other surfaces thereof while bringing the pre 
formed lateral surfaces ?rmly against the walls 
of the coining die cavities._ 

2. In a method of die rolling interlocking slide 
fastener members in strip form, die rolling the 
lateral surfaces of wire stock substantially to the; 
outline of the ?nished strip, form, while com 
pressing'the strip to less than ?nished width, 
guiding the partially preformed strip through the 
coining die cavities of coining rolls through en 
gagement of the formed surfaces with surfaces 
of the die cavities, and compressing the strip in 
the direction of its thickness in the coining roll 
die cavities to bring the formed lateral strip 
surfaces ?rmly outwardly against-the die surfaces 
of the coining rolls for complete ?lling of said 

. die cavities. 
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‘3. In a method of die rolling interlocking slide 
fastener members strip form, die forming 
the lateral surfacesof wire stock substantially to 
the outline of the ?nished strip form while com 
pressing the strip to less than ?nished width, 
guiding the partially preformed strip through the 
coining die cavities of roll coining apparatus 
through engagement of the formed lateral sur 
faces with surfaces of the die cavities, and com 
pressing the strip in the direction of its thickness 
in the coining die cavities to cause lateral ex 
pansion and bring the formed lateral strip sur 
faces into ?rm'ldelimiting engagement with the 
die surfaces of the coining rolls forcomplete ?ll 
ing of said die cavities. ' ' 

4. In apparatus for die rolling‘ interlocking I 
fastener members in strip vform, in combination, 
edge-forming means including a pair of opposed 
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' die rolls for forming the side surfaces of the strip' to less than the ultimate strip width, and a pair 
while reducing the strip width to less than its ul- of opposed coining rolls arranged at ninety de 
timate value, and coining means including a pair grees .to said ?rst-named die rolls for receiving 
of opposed coiningrolls having coining die cavi- strips therefrom and guiding said strips by loose 
ties for receiving strips from said die rolls and engagement of the coining die cavities with the 
guiding said strips by engagement of the coining preformed side surfaces of the strip, said coining 
die cavities with the preformed side surfaces of rolls compressing the thickness of the strips re 
the strip, said coining rolls compressing the thick-- ceived from the first-named opposed die rolls for 
ness of the strips received from the ?rst-named increasing the strip width while completely filling 
opposed die rolls'for- completely ?lling the coin- 10 the coining die cavities of said coining rolls and 
ing die cavities of said coining‘ rolls. the volume of each die cavity of said coining rolls 

5. In apparatus for die rolling interlocking being no greater than the displacement of each 
fastener members in strip form, in combination, element forming unit received thereby from said 
a pair of opposed die rolls for forming the side ?rst-named opposed-die rolls. 
surfaces of the strip while reducing the strip width 15 _ NOEL J. POUX. 
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